CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
OUTGOING SCIENTIFIC MOBILITY TO JAPAN
&
SUPPORT FOR SCIENTIFIC COLLABORATIONS WITH JAPAN
First Call for Application

As part of its international strategy, the Université de Lyon (UdL) develops for its member institutions, a network of privileged international academic partners called “International Alliance”. The International Alliance, supported by IDEXLYON, aims at fostering research and academic collaborations

Japan is one of the strategic zone of the “International Alliance” with the two following privileged partners: the Université of Tokyo and Tohoku University.

Funding
Funds must be spend between 01/04/2019 and 15/11/2019. Funds cannot be deferred. The call is split in 2, each amounting to 20,000€. Expenditures eligible: mission expenses, organization costs.

TARGETED PRIORITY PARTNERS
- 1st: The University of Tokyo and Tohoku University
- 2nd: Others Japanese universities (based on their global rankings, areas of expertise and the number of jointly co-published scientific papers);

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Objective: Strengthen collaborations or foster new ones.
Target group: Teacher-researchers and researchers
Types of actions:
- Short-term mobility to Japan (up to 2 weeks) to develop joint training projects (double diploma; joint PhD, summer schools, etc.) or co-supervise research internships or joint PhDs.
- Structuring projects with Japanese Partners organized in the Lyon Saint-Étienne area (workshops, summer schools, symposium, etc)

FUNDING AVAILABLE (IF YOUR APPLICATION IS SELECTED)
- Short-term mobility to Japan: Mission expenses outward and return flights tickets, housing, reimbursement of Rhone-Express tickets upon presentation of the bill and the tickets, legal per diem for meals
- Structuring projects with Japanese Partners: organization costs (catering, flights tickets for invited Japanese researchers, etc.) Co-funding of the action up to 50% of its total cost.

If you obtain a funding for your project, all payments will be made directly by the Université de Lyon. Fund transfer agreements are not possible.
CALL FOR APPLICATIONS  

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

- Funds must be spent between **01/04/2019 and 15/11/2019**;
- Funds cannot be deferred;
- The IDEXLYON logo must be added to communication materials as a financial contributor;
- Send a note/a report (main benefits, contacts, collaborations opportunities) at the latest one month after the visit to Japan or the tenure of the event.

SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS

- Fill in the application form including the budget if necessary;
- The application file must be signed by the Laboratory/department director of the applicant;
- All applications will be examined by an _ad hoc_ commission;
- Send the application before the deadline.

SEND APPLICATIONS TO:

Université de Lyon – International Office

**international.office@universite-lyon.fr**

Object: Call for Application JAPAN-UdL

**Deadline: by June 30th for the pilot call**